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Steps and their associated adatoms extensively exist and play prominent roles in affecting surface properties
of materials. Such impacts should be especially pronounced in two-dimensional, atomically-thin
membranes like graphene. However, how single adatom behaves at monatomic steps of few-layer graphene
is still illusive. Here, we report dynamics of individual adatom at monatomic steps of free-standing few-layer
reduced graphene under the electron beam radiations, and demonstrate the prevalent existence of
monatomic steps even down to unexpectedly ultrasmall lateral size of a circular diameter of ,5 Å. Single
adatom prefers to stay at the edges of the atomic steps of few-layer reduced graphene and evolve with the
steps. Moreover, we also find that how the single adatom behaves at atomic step edges can be remarkably
influenced by the type of adatoms and step edges. Such single adatoms at monatomic steps and ultrasmall
atomic steps open up a new window for surface physics and chemistry for graphene-based as well as other
two-dimensional materials.

S
teps and adatoms on them extensively exist on the surfaces of materials and play prominent roles in surface
physical and chemical properties, e.g. adsorption, diffusion, transport, catalysis and crystal growth1–3. Such
effects should be especially significant in two-dimensional, atomically-thin graphene4–10. In general, single

layer graphene has no conventional steps on its surface because of single-atom thickness11. However, steps may
exist on the surface of few-layer graphene which has attracted equal attention to single-layer graphene for its
unique tunable electronic properties12–18. To date, single adatom behavior at monatomic steps of few-layer
graphene is still illusive, posing significant challenges in obtaining ultraclean samples with many atomic steps
as well as atomic-resolution imaging of atomically-thin membranes. Here, we report the dynamics of single
adatom at monatomic steps of free-standing few-layer reduced graphene under electron beam radiations. We
demonstrate the existence of monatomic steps even down to unexpectedly ultrasmall lateral size of a circular
diameter of ,5 Å on few-layer reduced graphene (FLRG). We also find that single adatom prefers to stay at the
atomic step edges of few-layer reduced graphene and evolve with atomic steps. Moreover, single adatom behavior
at atomic steps is found to be influenced by the type of adatoms and step edges. Such single adatoms and
ultrasmall atomic steps open a new window of surface physics and chemistry for graphene-based and other
two-dimensional materials.

One of the biggest challenges for imaging adatoms at atomic steps on few-layer graphene is to obtain ultraclean
few-layer samples with many atomic steps. Since the polymer-based transfer of mechanically-exfoliated graphene
and the graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) often induce contamination on surfaces which can
not be ruled out thoroughly even after high-temperature annealing19, in this study, we prepare few-layer reduced
graphene by polymer-free and solution-based chemical reduction of exfoliated graphite oxide (see Methods)20–23.
We find that the modified two-step chemical reduction enables to remove most oxygenous contents in exfoliated
graphite oxide so as to obtain FLRG (Fig. 1a). The FLRG samples were further characterized with X-ray photo-
electron spectra (XPS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The presence of C 1s XPS spectra indicates
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that the obtained FLRG has a high quality with few oxygenous con-
tents (Supplementary Fig. S1a). The EELS spectra and the sharp s*
peak at the carbon K edge (Supplementary Fig. S1b) further confirm
the existence of conjugation in FLRG (Fig. 1a)24, consistent with the C
1s XPS spectra.

Figure 1 shows bright-field (BF) and high angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
images of several typical areas of free-standing FLRG. The HAADF
STEM images are very sensitive to layer numbers and the layers in the
BF-STEM images can be identified with the corresponding HAADF
STEM images (Fig. 1a,b, Supplementary Fig. S2)25. By quantifying
HAADF intensity and its differences in areas, layer numbers for
different layers (I–IV layers) on few-layer reduced graphene could
be identified (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Fig. S2). The HAADF intensity
is found to change linearly with layer numbers (Supplementary Fig.
S2c). The atomic steps seen in the BF STEM images (Fig. 1a) can be
determined under the assistance of their corresponding HAADF
STEM images (Fig. 1b). The atomic steps on the FLRG can be mon-
atomic (green, red and brown lines for I–II, II–III, and III–IV steps,
respectively), two-atom high (blue and purple lines for II–IV and I–
III steps, respectively) and even three-atom high (black line for I–IV
steps). The three-atom steps are much rougher than the monatomic
ones, as demonstrated in both BF and HAADF STEM images.

Interestingly, there appear a large amount of atomic steps in the
FLRG with the ultrasmall lateral size down to ,1 nm or even a few
angstroms in diameter for the quasi-circular steps (Supplementary
Fig. S3). Supplementary Figure S3b,c presents quasi-circular mon-
atomic step edges with a diameter of ,5 Å. Moreover, monatomic
steps represent the most common ones observed for both I–II, II–III
and III–IV steps, albeit that several two-atom-high steps are also
detected (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. S3). However, the three-
atom-high steps are rarely observed. Occasionally, some step edges
can be defined by complex step edges with half monatomic steps and
half two- or three-atom-high steps (area defined by green, purple and
black lines in Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. S4). The complex

atomic step-defined area can also be ultrasmall in lateral size even
down to ,5 Å in circular diameter (Supplementary Fig. S4). In
addition, the areas defined by ultrasmall quasi-circular step edges
can reach up to about one quarter of the observed surfaces
(,200 nm2), totally different from surfaces of the CVD graphene
and mechanically-exfoliated graphene. The presence of a large
amount of atomic steps on the FLRG should be attributed to the
ultrasonic exfoliation processing where very local, inhomogeneous
defects and stress in FLRG facilitate the formation of circular step
edges with ultrasmall lateral size26–28.

Figure 1c–f shows atomic-resolution imaging of monatomic step
edges. The atomic steps edges are often contaminated more severely
by the adatoms or impurities than other areas (Fig. 1b,e,f, and
Supplementary Fig. S3). However, one can still find some ultraclean
and highly ordered areas on the FLRG samples that allow us to study
the local atomic structures at the atomic step edges. The atomic
arrangements near the monatomic step edges are mostly hexagonal
rings with a few pentagonal rings (Fig. 1d,f). No dominant zigzag or
armchair edges can be observed. Instead, all observed atomic step
edges are the mixture of zigzag and armchair edges and the recon-
structed edges beyond zigzag and armchair (Fig. 1d,f), consistent
with other experimental and theoretical studies of graphene
edges29–32. The direct observation of atomic steps here can extract
atomic-resolution information on the atomic step edge areas, which
help understand the atomic and molecular behaviors of both atomic
steps and adatoms.

To shed light on the dynamics of both ultrasmall monatomic steps
and adatoms at the step edges under electron beam radiations, we
present HAADF STEM images of the dynamics of a monatomic step
edge with adatoms (Fig. 2a–f and Supplementary Movie S1). The
atomic step edge (edge 2) first combines with another atomic step
edge below (edge 3) (Fig. 2a–c). At different time, one atomic step
edge in the left (edge 1) joins the previously combined step edges
(Fig. 2d–f). Figure 2a–f shows the adatoms, which are identified as
sodium (Na) atoms by x-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) together

Figure 1 | Mapping and atomic-resolution imaging of atomic steps on the free-standing few-layer reduced graphene. (a), Atomic step mapping on the

BF STEM images. (b), Identification of layer numbers on the HAADF STEM image for (a). (c), Atomic-resolution imaging of one monatomic step

between the bilayer and trilayer graphene indicated by white arrows in (a) and (b) using BF STEM. (d), The image from (c) with the atomic step area at top

layer outlined. (e), HAADF STEM images of one monatomic step. Red arrow indicates adatoms at step edges. (f), The image from (e) with the atomic step

area at top layer outlined. Scale bars in (a), (b), 1 nm; scale bars in (c–f), 0.5 nm. (a) and (c–f) are low-pass-filtered images to remove noise. Green line,

atomic steps between single layer (I) and bilayer (II). Red line, atomic steps between bilayer (II) and three layer (III). Brown line, atomic steps between

three layer (III) and four layer (IV). Blue line, atomic steps between bilayer (II) and four layer (IV). Purple line, atomic steps between single layer (I) and

three layer (III). Black line, atomic steps between single layer (I) and four layer (IV).
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with the HAADF intensity analysis from experimental and simulated
HAADF STEM images (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Figs. S5 and S6)33.
The sodium adatoms at the edges show a high mobility at the edges
and always move along the edges (Fig. 2a–f and Supplementary
Movie S1). Moreover, we also show dynamics of another ultrasmall
monatomic step edge with few adatoms at edges in Supplementary
Fig. S7. Despite of their similar lateral size, the atomic step edges in
Supplementary Fig. S7 show different behaviors from the step edges
in Fig. 2a–f, and are much more stable with their shapes changed only
slightly during the observation. Although there are other step edges
of ultrasmall lateral size near atomic step edges, no combination
takes place in the whole imaging process (Supplementary Fig. S7).
These differences may result from the local strain in the step area,
from the adatoms at the step edges and from the step edge structures.

Apart from the presence of the Na adatoms, we also detect other
species of single adatoms, sulfur (S) adatom, at step edges on the
FLRG, and monitor the dynamics of single S adatoms at step edges
(Fig. 2g–i and Supplementary Movie S2). The adatoms at the atomic
step edges (indicated by arrows in Supplementary Fig. S8) have sim-
ilar dip in BF intensity and similar increase in HAADF intensity. The
three marked single adatoms are all sulfur atoms which are identified
by the XPS spectra and HAADF intensity analysis of experimental
and simulated HAADF STEM images (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig.
S6)33. Interestingly, the S adatoms at the step edges (indicated by
white arrows) preferred to stay at the original place as opposed to
the high mobility of Na adatoms. The S adatoms rarely move along
the step edges and do not move at all at the edges (Fig. 2g–i and
Supplementary Movie S2). The different atomic behaviors for differ-
ent adatoms at step edges could provide new routes to tuning the
physical and chemical properties of graphene surfaces.

The different atomic behaviors of Na and S adatoms at steps can be
interpreted from the interactions of adatoms with step edges. First-
principles calculations (details in Methods) indicate that the ada-

toms, whatever sulfur or sodium, prefer to stay at the step edges
(Supplementary Figs. S9–S12). For example, the absorption energy
for Na at the edge is calculated to be 1.0 eV for the armchair edges,
2.0 eV for the zigzag edges, and 0.7 eV for the reconstructed, non-
armchair and non-zigzag edges, which are lower than that far away
from step edges. On the other hand, the absorption energy for S at the
edge is 3.8 eV for the armchair, 5.7 eV for the zigzag, and 3.1 eV for
the reconstructed, non-armchair and non-zigzag edges, which are
lower than that far away from step edges (Supplementary Figs. S9–
S12). Importantly, energy barrier for the S and Na adatoms moving
along the edges differs significantly (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig.
S13): the energy barrier for S adatom moving along the armchair
edges is ,1.4 eV, over 5 times higher than Na adatom (Fig. 4a,c).
Similarly, the energy barrier for S adatom moving along the zigzag
edges is calculated to be ,0.65 eV, twice that for Na adatoms at the
zigzag edges (Fig. 4b,d). Similar situation is also seen for the recon-
structed, non-zigzag and non-armchair edges. The energy barrier for
the S adatom moving along the edges is over 15 times higher than
that for the Na adatom (Supplementary Fig. S13).

These calculations indicate that the energy barrier for S adatoms is
much larger than that for Na adatoms when moving along the step
edges, independent of the types of the edges, providing thereby an
energetical explanation to their observed different atomic behaviors
at step edges. Moreover, our calculations also indicate that the effect
of atomic arrangements of step edges on single adatom behaviors
may depend on the adatoms. The energy barrier for the movement of
Na adatoms along the step edge is very close in the cases of armchair,
zigzag and reconstructed edges, while the barrier for S adatoms at the

Figure 2 | Dynamics of single adatoms and monatomic steps with
ultrasmall lateral size on the free-standing few-layer reduced graphene.
(a–f), Snapshot of HAADF STEM images at different time: 3 s (a), 54 s (b),

126 s (c), 177 s (d), 222 s (e) and 252 s (f). The atomic steps are indicated

by white arrows. Each image is produced from the overlapping of 10

continuous snapshots and low-pass filtered. (g–i), Snapshot of HAADF

STEM images at different time: 3 s (g), 123 s (h), and 300 s (i). Each image

is low-pass filtered. Individual adatoms are highlighted by white arrows.

Scale bars, 1 nm. The dynamics is also shown in Supplementary Movies S1

and S2.

Figure 3 | Identification of impurity adatoms in the samples by XPS.
(a), Na 1 s XPS spectra, (b), S 2 s XPS spectra. XPS shows the trace Na and

S impurities in the graphene samples.
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armchair and reconstructed edges are almost twice and four times
larger than that at the zigzag edges, respectively (Fig. 4 and
Supplementary Fig. S13). To gain more insights into the dynamics,
the dynamic process of Na and S adatoms at the monatomic steps is
calculated (details in Methods). The results indicate that the Na
adatom is highly mobile in both cases, while the S adatom is relatively
much more stable, consistent with the energy barrier calculations,
which implies the important role of interactions between adatom and
steps. The findings here therefore raise the likelihood that surface
physical and chemical property of graphene can be modulated by
adatoms and atomic arrangement at step edges.

Direct observation of dynamics of both atomic steps and single
adatoms at atomic step edges on free-standing two-dimensional
membranes under the electron radiations should have many impli-
cations. First, two-dimensional free-standing membranes with a few
atom thickness represent a prototype for surface studies using TEM,
paving a way to unravel the secrets of interactions between surfaces
and impurity adatoms down to single atom level, which is very
important for many physical processes and chemical reactions1,34.
Secondly, monitoring the behaviors of single adatom and steps helps
understand the roles of step edges on graphite surfaces or impurities
in graphene on electrochemical activity35,36. Thirdly, the presence of a
large amount of ultrasmall atomic steps on the surfaces of few-layer
graphene also inspires new opportunities for graphene. In addition,
adatoms may alter the surface properties of few-layer graphene by
affecting dynamics of atomic steps, and such change relies on the
physical nature of adatoms and the interactions between adatoms
and atomic step edges. Moreover, the ultrasmall atomic steps mean
that they can appear in graphene nanoribbons with a diameter of a
few nanometers37,38, implying that atomic steps and adatoms at the
step edges can affect electronic properties of few-layer graphene
nanoribbons. Further, the atomic step and adatoms can impact the

molecular dynamics behavior of surfaces of two-dimensional atomic
membranes39,40. The complete understanding of adatoms and atomic
steps may therefore lead to a significant step forward for potential
applications of two-dimensional membranes in nanoscale, molecu-
lar, and atomic systems.

Methods
Preparation of few-layer reduced graphene. Few-layer reduced graphene was
fabricated by chemical reduction of exfoliated graphite oxide20–23. In the modified
process, a two-step chemical reduction was adopted to achieve a thorough reduction.
Hydrazine was firstly applied in the first-step reduction, followed by the
hydrothermal reduction at 150uC in a sealed autoclave with a maximum working
pressure of 20 MPa. The obtained few-layer reduced graphene was then washed
completely using distilled water and ethanol. To image the few-layer reduced
graphene sample, the samples were re-dispersed in water/ethanol mixture (151) by
sonication. The obtained solution was dropped on carbon grids, followed by drying at
room temperature. XPS spectra of graphene were collected by AXIS ultra DLD
(Shimadzu Kratos) with an X-ray source of monochromatic Al Ka and X-ray power of
15 kV and 10 mA.

STEM imaging. STEM characterizations were conducted with the FEI TITAN
Cubed 80–300 electron microscope with the CEOS spherical aberration corrector
and Gatan imaging filter operated at 80 kV. BF and HAADF STEM images were
simultaneously recorded. The dwell time on each shot was 3.9 ms. EELS
measurements were carried out with a monochrometer. For movies, the total
acquisition time including the live drift correction was typically about 5 min for
100 images with 512 3 512 pixels. The STEM images were simulated using
WinHREM 1 STEM package (HREM Research).

First-principles calculations. Density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations were
carried out by using Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)41–44. Local density
approximation (LDA) was applied to address the exchange-correlation functional.
The cutoff energy was set to be 500 eV. We applied the projector-augmented wave
(PAW) method with 2 3 2 3 1 Monkhorst-Pack grids45,46. The energy was converged
to an accuracy of 1.026 eV. All atoms were relaxed until the maximum atomic force
was less than 1.022 eV/Å. To evaluate the diffusion barrier of Na/S atoms along the
monatomic step edges, the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) was

Figure 4 | Energy diagram for single adatom diffusion at monatomic step edges. (a), Na adatom at the armchair edges. (b), Na adatom at the

zigzag edges. (c), S adatom at the armchair edges. (d), S adatom at the zigzag edges. The arrows indicate the moving direction of single adatom at step

edges. The bottom layer graphene, top layer graphene, Na atom, and S atom are indicated in pink, gray, purple, and red, respectively. X axis shows the

positions of adatom along the direction indicated by arrows in the insets.
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adopted47,48. We considered two layers of graphene in the simulations. The bottom
layer represented the pristine graphene, and the top layer was the graphene ribbons
with different edges (i.e. armchair, zigzag, or reconstruction edges). The adsorption
energy of adatom (for example, Na atoms) is defined as:

Ead~E CzNað Þ{E Nað Þ{E Cð Þ

where E(C 1 Na) is the total energy of Na atoms adsorbed on the graphene,
E(Na) and E(C) are the energies of Na atoms and graphene system, respectively.
To understand further the adatom dynamic processes observed under incident
electron beams, DFT molecular dynamics calculations (DFTMD) are also
performed for Na and S adatoms at zigzag and armchair step edges. The energy of
electron beam in first calculation is 80 KeV, which is the same as the measured
result. The energies transferred from the electron to target adatoms can be
determined by T(H) 5 Tmaxcos2H, where Tmax, the maximum energies transferred
to S, and Na atoms, are ,6 eV and ,8 eV, respectively, and H represents
scattering angle from incident direction of electron. We simulated the dynamics of
adatoms after being knocked by electrons at different incident angles within
0.6 ps, and found that Na adatoms move along the step edges easily, while it is not
the case for the S adatoms, consistent with the STEM observations. We also set up
different initial knocking electron energies for the Na to make the transferred
energy from electrons and found the same value of ,6 eV for both Na and S
adatoms. The Na adatom remained much more mobile along the step edges than
the S adatom, which is consistent with the energy barrier calculations, implying
that the interactions between adatoms and atomic steps on surfaces of few-layer
reduced graphene are critical to the dynamics of adatoms.
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